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This document has 9 pages. It is based on a larger technical 
document about projector screens, downloadable here.

The Magic Begins
Since 2008, with the advent of high-definition projectors and Blu-ray emerging as win-

ner of the HD wars, home cinema that rivals the quality of a real cinema has become 
a possibility at a reasonable cost. The Jenny Wren Movie House (showing movies 

in HD on a 3-metre screen) is now open for the 2017 season, ready to invite 
people to experience some of the best moments cinema has to offer. Ex-

cept for the occasional light-hearted features such as Tammy or Shirely 
Temple, there’ll be no cinema baloney, just cinema   classics.
An evening at the Jenny Wren Movie House will be similar 

to going to the pictures in the 1950s. Before interval there’ll 
be a seamless montage of newsreel footage, commer-

cials, cartoons, movie trailers, and shorts. Before we 
start, someone will give an introductory talk.
During interval, a cigarette girl in a short 

skirt will mingle with the throng: “Ciga-
rettes! Ice cream! Sweets!” I hope 

she’s cute, but more likely it’ll be 
Jenny.
After interval will be 

the main feature.

Pictures will be open to friends once or twice a month. 
Notification will be via email, usually a week in ad-
vance but sometimes at very short notice: “Hey, we’re 
going to the pictures tonight, Tarzan Meets Dracula. 
Come along if you want”. To go on the mailing list, 
email jennypearce@gmail.com or call 6428 2976.

Get in early for a picture because the maximum 
is around 15 people. If you want to arrange a special 
viewing of a film from our collection (see over page) 
let us know.

Finally, the JWMH has a few rules:
• Come along free, but bring one of the following: bottle of 

wine or fruit juice; packet of Maltesers, Jaffas, Minties or pop-
corn; or a plate of goodies. Regarding the latter: no throwaway 
plates. Real plates, please, to go with real pictures.

• Leave your mobile phone at home. If it rings during a pic-
ture, the lights will be turned on and the picture stopped while 
you take the call. Best not to come if you can’t part from your 
phone.



1902 … A Trip to the Moon

1914 … Gertie the Dinosaur

1915 … Birth of a Nation

1916 … Intolerance

1919 … Felix the Cat (cartoons)

1920 … The Cabinet of Dr Caligari

1922 … Nosferatu

1924 … The Thief of Bagdad

1925 … Battleship Potemkin
 … The Lost World

1926 … The General
 … The Adventures of Prince Achmed

1927 … The Jazz Singer
 … Metropolis

1930 … All Quiet on the Western Front
 … Betty Boop cartoons
 … The Blue Angel
 … Little Caeser
 … Mickey Mouse (cartoons)
 … Silly Symphonies (cartoons)

1931 … Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
 … À Nous la Liberté
 … City Lights
 … Dracula
 … Frankenstein
 … Public Enemy

1932 … The Mummy
 … Scarface
 … I am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang
 … Tarzan the Ape Man

1933 … Duck Soup
 … 42nd Street
 … King Kong
 … The Bride of Frankenstein
 … The Invisible Man
 … Popeye (cartoons)

1934 … The Count of Monte Cristo
 … David Copperfield
 … The Three Stooges (shorts)
 … Bright Eyes

1935 … A Night at the Opera
 … The 39 Steps
 … Top Hat

1936 … Rembrandt
 … Things to Come
 … Triumph of the Will

1937 … A Day at the Races
 … Popeye Meets Alibaba
 … Snow White
 … Captains Courageous

1938 … The Adventures of Robin Hood
 … The Lady Vanishes
 … Angels with Dirty Faces

1939 … Mr Smith Goes to Washington
 … The Four Feathers
 … Gone with the Wind
 … Stagecoach
 … Wizard of Oz
 … Goodbye Mr Chips
 … Hunchback of Notre Dame
 … Destry Rides Again
 … The Roaring Twenties

1940 … Rebecca
 … Pinocchio
 … Foreign Correspondent
 … Fantasia
 … The Letter
 … The Philadelphia Story
 … His Girl Friday
 … Grapes of Wrath 
 … Looney Tunes (cartoons)
 … Tex Avery (cartoons)
 … Tom & Jerry (cartoons)

1941 … The Maltese Falcon
 … Dumbo
 … The Devil and Daniel Webster
 … Citizen Kane
 … Superman (cartoons)
 … Target For Tonight

1942 … Bambi
 … In Which We Serve
 … Noveltoons (cartoons)
 … To Be or Not to Be

1943 … Casablanca
 … Listen to Britain
 … Jane Eyre
 … Laura
 … Desert Victory
 … Double Indemnity

1944 … Henry V

1945 … Brief Encounter
 … Blithe Spirit
 … A Diary for Timothy
 … The Lost Weekend
 … Les Enfants du Paradis

1946 … Best Years of Our Lives
 … Great Expectations
 … It’s a Wonderful Life
 … Notorious

Jenny Wren Movie House

Cinema Classics
Red – not yet purchased.
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1947 … The Egg and I (Ma & Pa Kettle)

1948 … Abbot & Costello Meet Frankenstein
 … Letter from an Unknown Woman
 … Key Largo
 … Red Shoes
 … On the Town
 … Third Man
 … Kind Hearts and Coronets
 … Whiskey Galore

1949 … Passport to Pimlico
 … Third Man
 … White Heat

1950 … All About Eve
 … Harvey
 … Sunset Boulevard

1951 … African Queen
 … The Lavender Hill Mob
 … Ace in the Hole
 … An American in Paris

1952 … Singin’ in the Rain
 … High Noon
 … Shane

1953 … Calamity Jane
 … From Here To Eternity
 … The Band Wagon

1954 … On the Waterfront
 … Rear Window
 … Bad Day at Black Rock
 … Seven Samurai
 … Creature From the Black Lagoon

1955 … The Red Balloon
 … Marty
 … One Froggy Evening (cartoon)
1956 … Invasion of the Body Snatchers

1957 … The Seventh Seal
 … 12 Angry Men
 … Tammy and the Bachelor

1958 … King Creole

1959 … North By NorthWest
 … Some Like it Hot
 … Saturday Night/Sunday Morning
 … Psycho

1961 … Blue Hawaii

1962 … To Kill a Mockingbird
 … Cape Fear
 … Mr Hobbs Takes a Vacation
 … They Found a Cave

1963 … Jason and the Argonauts
 … From Russia with Love
 … Dr No
 … 8½
 … Dr Strangelove
 … Lord of the Flies

1964 … A Hard Day’s Night
 … Goldfinger
 … The Night of the Iguana
 … My Fair Lady

1965 … Doctor Zhivago
 … The Sound of Music
 … The Dot and the Line (animated short)

1966 … How the Grinch Stole Christmas

1967 … Camelot
 … Bonnie and Clyde

1968 … 2001 – A Space Odyssey
 … Night of the Living Dead
 … Carry On up the Kyber
 … Planet of the Apes

1969 … Midnight Cowboy
 … Carry On Camping

1974 … Celine and Julie Go Boating

1984 … Nausicaa
 … Once Upon a Time in America

1986 … Alien
 … Castle in the Sky (Laputa)

1991 … Cape Fear

2007 … Control

2009 … Van Diemen’s Land

Pink – Jenny made me buy it.
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Frankenstein, Dracula, and Bride 
of Frankenstein were shown, 
finishing just after midnight. Not 
only were monsters on screen, there 
were some pretty scary characters in 
the audience. Gil Hays, for instance, 
cross-dresser that he is, came as Frank-
enstein’s bride.

Our opening night was on Friday 13 September 2013. Universal 
had just released all their classic monster movies on Blu-ray:

• Frankenstein
• Dracula
• The Mummy
• The Invisible Man
• The Wolf Man
• Phantom of the Opera
• Creature From The Black Lagoon
• The Bride of Frankenstein

MONSTERS TILL MIDNIGHT!
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MOCKING-UP THE HOME THEATRE

My main concern with the home theatre, 
apart from the technical aspects, was to 
make it as unobtrusive as possible. The 
home theatre is in the lounge room, and 
the female of the house wanted the lounge 
room to remain largely unaltered. Well, 
I failed in that regard. For the first few 
months while I was searching for the best 
place for the equipment and mocking up 
the screen with sheets over the window, the 
lounge room was a mess.

Finding the right place for the projec-
tor was difficult. I used cardboard boxes 
as temporary support at various locations. 
Only one proved successful – the location 
shown in the photo. I mounted a shelf at 
the top of the boxes, supported along one 
edge by the brick wall and by two 1.5 mm 
stainless-steel wires strung from a ceiling 
beam.

The black stripe at the top of the screen 
simulates a valance which will hide the 
roller blind (not in place at the time of this 
photo). 
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What female-of-the-house 
could possibly find fault 
with this lounge room which 
happens to double as a home 
theatre? From the unobtru-
sive shelf supporting the pro-
jector, to the elegant valance 
hiding the roller blind, no 
expense was spared to keep 
my darling J happy.
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Our home theatre virtually 
complete. Compromises are 
obvious, though none of them 
are overly obtrusive:

• External light. My intention from 
the start was to treat the home 
theatre as something special, 
with movies shown only after 
sunset. External light is there-
fore not a problem in this situa-
tion. 

• Ideally the curtains should be 
dark-coloured to match the 
 valances. However, this aspect 
proved to be of little concern. 
When the lights are turned down 
and a movie comes on, the 
presence of the curtains tends 
to go un noticed.

To allow the full width of the window to be 
used as a screen, the left and right sides 
of the original curtains had to be extended 
outwards. The excess timber was still in 
place when this photo was taken.
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THE  MAGIC  BEGINS
Our home theatre is treated as something 
special, only used once or twice a week, and 
requires a few minutes of setting up. If guests 
have been invited, the open fire is lit an hour 
beforehand to warm the room, then allowed 
to subside to embers so its light doesn’t 
disturb the performance. The main curtain is 
opened to a suitable position depending on 
the aspect ratio of the picture, the screen is 
lowered, a valance at the bottom is closed, 
and a dark mat is placed in front of the screen 
to reduce reflections from the carpet. Any 
stray moths are chased from the room (they 
can’t help but hover around the screen when 
the picture starts), guests are asked to turn off 
mobile phones, the house phone is taken off-
hook, the lights dimmed, and the wonder of 
Blu-ray begins.

And it is a wonder – that it is now possible 
for an outlay of less than $5000 to watch 
movies at home of virtually the same quality 
as the original; that silver-halide particles 
locked in 35-mm film can be transformed by 
modern techology into a digital bit-stream 
which can be converted back to light and cast 
upon a screen, taking the viewer to wherever 
the human imagination wanders.

It’s more than a wonder. It’s almost magic.
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Screen Mechanics
RollEase 50mm aluminium tube,

Benthin 63 mm tube (as used for my screen) and clutch,
resting on Seymour’s Centre Stage XD screen fabric .Page 9


